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Sol’s ARC is a registered non-profit
organization established in 2003, under
the Charitable Trust Act of Mumbai. Sol's
ARC works in the space of inclusive
education and livelihood solutions to
ensure Every child Learns, Every Adult
Earns. Our pedagogy and tech-based
tools enable systemic change to achieve
better learning outcomes, which are
scalable and deployed through
partnerships with governments, NGOs,
and multilateral and bilateral agencies.  
We have impacted over 4 million children
and young adults through our programs.
We are currently working directly with
three state Governments, Madhya
Pradesh, Nagaland and Tamil Nadu. Our
interventions are also through various
critical partnerships with some of India’s
leading NGOs like Educate Girls, Teach
for India, Akanksha to name a few. Our
plan is to scale this model and work
towards strengthening and replicating it
across various states to bring in systemic
transformation in the area of inclusion.

ABOUT SOL'S ARC



THE PROBLEM

The National Policy on education (NEP,2020) highlights that
we have a severe learning crisis with respect to  a large
proportion of students (over 5 crore in number) currently in
elementary school - who have not attained foundational
literacy and numeracy, i.e., the ability to read and comprehend
basic text and the ability to carry out basic addition and
subtraction with Indian numerals. Numerous studies show that,
in the current educational system, once students fall behind on
foundational literacy and numeracy, they tend to maintain flat
learning curves for years, perpetually unable to catch up. 

*ASER 2018

**Loss of learning during the pandemic (2021), Azim Premji University



“Providing Universal access is critical for
achieving an inclusive and equitable society in
which every citizen has the opportunity to
dream, thrive, and contribute to the nation.”

WHAT INDIA IS DOING TO IMPROVE
FLN SKILLS?

The Ministry of Education launched NIPUN Bharat
(National Initiative for Proficiency in reading with
Understanding and Numeracy Bharat) in July 2021, with
the aim of equipping each and every child across India
with FLN skills by 2026-27.

Are the current NEP
implementation Programs truly
inclusive for every last child

The National Education Policy (NEP)
2020 gives the highest priority to helping
each and every child acquire FLN skills
and calls it an ‘urgent and necessary
prerequisite to learning’. 



WHY ARE INDIA’S CHILDREN NOT
LEARNING? 

 Non inclusive & Non equitable
pedagogy 

Non conceptual FLN
frameworks

Multi grade classrooms 

 Multi level classrooms 

Low teacher capacity 



Mission Ankur is a state-led mission on the
lines of the NIPUN Bharat initiative in the
state of Madhya Pradesh from 2020.
Following the guidelines of the NIPUN
Bharat initiative and NEP, Mission Ankur
aims at making the experience of learning
in Grades 1-3 holistic, integrated, inclusive,
enjoyable, and engaging for all students.

MISSION ANKUR

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Improve Foundational
 Literacy for ALL

Inclusive learning content to
address the diverse learning
needs of students in Literacy

 Capacity buildingInclusive learning materials 

Improve Foundational
Numeracy  for ALL

Improve the capacity of teachers
through trainings and detailed
Teacher Handbooks. 

Inclusive learning content to
address the diverse learning
needs of students in Numeracy

Inclusive Teaching  Learning
materials to address needs of
multigrade and multilevel
classrooms 



Total number of Schools
in Grades 1 & 2

79215

Total number of
students using Sol's ARC
content  in Grades 1 & 2

16,73,929

MISSION ANKUR

Total Number of
Teachers Trained

through cascade model

85,000

Subject Pedagogy
Developed for grades 1 & 2

English & Math



A classroom is made of diverse learners with different
learning needs, abilities, skills, educational and cultural
background. However the current education system relies on  
teacher centric, prescribed curriculum and rote learning and
is thus unable to cater to the diverse learners in the
classroom. The traditional "one size fits all" only engages
some learners in the classroom while others are left behind
leading to lags in their learning outcomes.

NON INCLUSIVE & NON EQUITABLE
PEDAGOGY 

Sol's ARC Solution 
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is an approach to teaching
and learning that gives all students equal opportunity to succeed.
The goal of UDL is to use a variety of teaching methods to
remove any barriers to learning. It’s about building in flexibility
that can be adjusted for every person’s strengths and needs.
That’s why UDL benefits all learners.



KEY PRINCIPLES OF UNIVERSAL
DESIGN OF LEARNING: 

How did Sol's ARC use UDL in Madhya Pradesh?
UDL is an evidence based framework used across various
developed countries with the best education systems in the
world.  However UDL in these countries are High Tech, High
Cost and have high reliance on assistive technology, experts
in every school and high resourced classrooms. 
Sol's ARC has been working since the past decade to build a
UDL model which is low tech, low cost and suitable for low
resource classrooms in India. Here is how we applied it to our
work in Madhya Pradesh

1 2

3 4

Minimize Threats
& Distraction

Use multiple materials 
to teach

Use multiple 
 methods to learn

Allow multiple ways of
assessments

Action & Expression

Engagement Rrepresentation 



EXAMPLES OF UDL IN MP 

Representation Multiple Methods to
Teach

Engagement Multiple Materials to
teach

Action &
Expression

Multiple ways to
express

Jodo blocks
Number line
Dot-Line method
Adapted worksheets

E.g. Subtraction

Multisensory activities
Concrete manipulatives
Conversation cards
Flash card
Rich TLM’s
Flip Books

Adaptive tests
Oral responses
Projects
Pointing out
Assistive Technology



NON CONCEPTUAL FLN FRAMEWORKS

While both divergent and convergent thinking are essential in
problem solving, our education system is more inclined
towards testing knowledge than knowledge development.
Rote learning - or memorisation of information based on
repetition, promotes convergent thinking.
Most classrooms in India continue to be characterised by
teacher-centred rote learning. emphasis on conceptual
understanding rather than rote learning and learning-for-
exams. 

Sol's ARC Solution 
Sol's ARC applied and adapted conceptual frameworks
for both Numeracy and Literacy (English) and combined
them with the Universal Design for Learning in our work
in Madhya Pradesh. 

 Numeracy Framework Literacy Framework 



Conceptual

Pictorial

Concrete

Abstract

SOL'S ARC NUMERACY APPROACH

Building the concept of 
 through math talk
(Connecting to  life
experience)

Connecting the concept
of subtraction to
concrete object by using  
similar vocabulary and
symbols. 

Using pictures to
represent concrete
objects & connecting it
back to the concept by
using similar vocabulary
& symbols.

Solving numerical
problems without
concrete or pictorial
representation.



Contains multiple vocabulary to use while teaching
addition 

Using CCPA approach to teach the math concept

Using multiple methods to teach operations

Addressing misconceptions  as a part of
teaching

SOL'S ARC NUMERACY APPROACH



Listening

Reading

Speaking

Writing

FOUNDATIONAL LITERACY

Building understanding
of sound through sound
awareness, auditory
memory and auditory
difference 

Building skills of
speaking through
vocabulary & syntax

Building Reading and
comprehension skills
through multiple
methods

Building writing spelling
and syntax using
various methods



Contains multiple methods to teach spelling to children 

Helps to address the misconceptions related to the topic

SOL'S ARC LITERACY APPROACH



MULTI GRADE CLASSROOMS

Multigrade classes are those in which teachers work
with more than one curriculum grade at the same time.
These are widespread in India and other developing
countries. Small schools are a significant feature of the
educational landscape in India, with approximately 78%
of primary schools having three or fewer teachers to
attend to all grade levels. 
Teachers in multigrade classrooms experience
challenges in planning and executing the learning-
teaching process,  insufficient time in actual teaching
and in management of classrooms. 

Sol's ARC Solution 
While we cannot solve the teacher allocation
challenges in the Government system what we have
developed are multigrade lesson plans which clearly
allocate time for common grade activities and
differentiated grade activities through visual coding.
These enable the teacher to optimise time as well as
manage classrooms better and at the same time also
address diverse learning needs of children across both
grades. 



Multigrade lesson plans

  Grade 1 & 2
common
activities

  Grade 1
activities

  Grade  2 
 activities

  Grade 1 
Goals

  Grade  2  
Goals

Color coded activities as per grade

Clear grade wise goals 



MULTI LEVEL CLASSROOMS

It’s no secret that every student learns at a different
pace. Every classroom has some learners learning at
a different pace.  This can pose a problem for
teachers because they need to finish the syllabus for
all children at one time while addressing the  diverse
needs of a classroom. This often causes learning
lags for the children who struggle to keep pace with
learning. To catch these lags early the teacher needs
to do quick assessments and remediation for those
who have not achieved the goals. However again the
challenge is to manage to support these learners with
those who have already achieved the goals. 

Sol's ARC Solution 

Sol's ARC has designed weekly formative
assessments for teachers and provided  activities for
both remediation and enrichment, thus addressing
both ends of the spectrum. The teacher handbook
has a weekly assessment page and also includes
enrichment worksheets based on higher order
thinking for those children who have achieved the
topic goals so that the teacher can get time to work
with those who are lagging behind. 

https://leadschool.in/teachers/


Multi level intervention

Assessment every 6th day of the week

Differentiated activities -post assessment grouping at different levels

Enrichment activities 
for above grade learners

Remedial activities 
for below grade learners



ADDRESSING SPECIAL NEEDS

Classroom accommodations for children with special
needs

Strategies to address common topic misconceptions



LOW TEACHER CAPAPCITY

A teacher’s capacity has multiple dimensions. Consider
two important ones: There are the pedagogical capacities
for how to teach any subject matter; and there are
capacities to handle children effectively to ensure
curricular learning. Both capacities are complex and
challenging. Becoming an effective teacher requires
persistence and preparation, and then an appropriate set
of conditions to be able to put what one has learnt into
daily practice. But India’s dysfunctional teacher education
system leaves our teachers ill-prepared; so, they are
neither adequately equipped with the pedagogical
capacities nor have they learnt how to effectively handle
children. 

Sol's ARC Solution 

A Structured pedagogy approach is a scientific, evidence-
based, learner centred approach to teaching that equips
every teacher with clearly defined objectives, proven
methods, well-structured tools, and practical training. Sol's
ARC has developed daily lesson plans for teachers which
clearly bring out the step-by-step approach of teaching key
pedagogical concepts while effectively managing diverse
classroom needs.  Training teachers in this approach in
Madhya Pradesh has been achieved through a high
support cascade approach to reach 90000 teachers across
the state.



Gradual Release

Structured Pedagogy

I Do We Do You Do

Annual Plan

Daily lesson Plans
Times, structured Activities & Assessments



SOCIO EMOTIONAL LEARNING 

SEL increases self-awareness, academic achievement, and
positive behaviors both in and out of the classroom. 

Integrated  daily SEL activities in lesson plans






